
Grade 6 and 7 Visual Glossary

Use this glossary prior to the CCNL presentation in order to 
help students understand key terms that will be used. If 

completing a follow up task, use it to help with use of 
language, word recognition and sentence construction!

Complete the WORD SEARCH, and the KAHOOT, then explore 
your student understanding. Print the pictures of the 

challenging terms, or print all the terms on a wall to create a 
climate change word wall for your classroom!

https://drive.google.com/file/d/162F7MjX0rtW89yffaQxnVD58fXkZYFuI/view?usp=sharing
https://create.kahoot.it/share/g6-7-ccnl-terminology-kahoot/617dd1fb-566b-42c6-8586-fc9e7171efab


Terms

Climate Climate Change Ecosystems

Adaptation Pollution Greenhouse Gas

Atmosphere Fossil Fuel Unsustainable

Sustainability Renewable Non Renewable

Consumption Climate 
Discrimination

Food Insecurity

IPCC UN Mitigation

Grade 6 and 7 Visual Glossary



Climate
Expected, long term weather patterns.



Climate Change
Changes in expected, long term weather patterns.



Ecosystems
The community of living and nonliving things in a 

specific place.



Adaptation
Something you change, or do, to help you survive in an 

environment.



Pollution
Harmful waste.



Greenhouse Gas
A gas that traps heat and warms the earth. 



Atmosphere
The layers of gasses that surround the earth. 



Fossil Fuel
A fuel made from the breakdown of 

plants and animals.



Unsustainable
Something you can’t keep doing at the same rate, or at all.



Sustainability
Interaction with the 

environment that doesn’t 

negatively affect future 

generations.



Renewable
A fuel that is not depleted when it is used.



Non - Renewable
Resources that can’t be replaced after they are used.



Consumption
Using, buying or 

eating something.



Climate Discrimination
When the impacts of climate change affect those that 

contribute little to the problem.



Food Insecurity
A lack of affordable and nutritious food.



IPCC
The Intergovernmental Panel On Climate Change - the group of 

people that assess the science related to climate change.

https://www.ipcc.ch/


The United Nations (UN)
The United Nations - a group of countries working together to 

prevent and end war, and improve social conditions for people.



Mitigation
To make a problem less harsh, or less severe.


